Music festivals are a cornucopia of musical styles: a little jazz, some rap, and for Atlanta, a whole lot of rock. You could not pass through Music Midtown 2002 without seeing at least one rock band, and you may have seen little else this year. V103 failed to sign on any big Atlanta rap acts. And other stages catered little to college-aged people with 96 Rock’s Journey performance and Z93 sporting Jericho Tull.

The 99X stage, the quintessential favorite among college students, takes the crowning glory once more for the best overall acts this year. Filled with Incubus, Stone Temple Pilots, Counting Crows, Bush, Garbage, and No Doubt, the lineup bristled with teen angst heavy items at many concerts, but real- ly, they will not hydrate you as well as water. Avoid soft drinks if you can since they are just tube tops. Flip flops are definitely a bad idea. Wear about lace up; walking home with only one shoe is a painful experience. Some people suggest that women should wear sports bras as an extra measure of safety. Drink as much water as you can when you can. Think about buying a sports drink before the concert in preparation.

Horror stories abound at large festivals, but what draws people to them? Cheap tickets and a huge number of acts can draw a varied crowd. Music Midtown even has an area for children in the hopes of making it a family event. However, before you think about bringing the family, you think about the real cost of going to a concert. Expect to buy three drinks, a hot dog or hamburger, and some fries for each person. Concert prices, that adds up quickly. Most people find it less of a hassle to eat outside the park. With Publix only one block from a park entrance, many people did just that.
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Hello and welcome to the first edition of Summer Two Bits. Only four issues of the Technique are re-leased every summer, and I know it’s going to be hard to cope with the reality of the Two Bits man’s contact with his followers being reduced in frequency and in length. Therefore, in the interest of curtailing the devastating symptoms of withdrawal, I am determined to write a Two Bits column so riveting and remarkable that it will tide over my permanent entertainment section are dedicat-ed to doing everything possible to produce ice cream some day. I began to think about the Vi-agra car win the Coca-Cola racing family 600 by exhibit-ing tremendous endurance in the face of the longest race of the sea-son. I began to think about the Viagra car. The name is so famous already, why would Viagra have to endorse a racecar to gain extra pub-li-city? And then it hit me like a stiff board. Viagra, being advertised through the same medium by which cigarettes and beer are advertised, furthers its cause quite nicely. Via-gra is simply carving out an image for itself saying, “Hey sports fans! The reason that you’re having trou-ble with your sexual functioning is not because you’re getting too old, or because you’re repressed homo-sexuals, but because you’re lacking a product as necessary and as cool as cigarettes or beer.”

The Two Bits man understands that these are hard times. But just remember, it won’t be long until the Two Bits Man’s adorable rant and raves, sarcastic charms, and daz-zling wit, once again reclaim their regular weekly delivery. Soundful, this is the Two Bits man saying, aside from buying you ice cream, I’ve done my part and your bore-dom is no longer my problem.
The Live List: May 31 to June 13
Get your summer started!

SAM'S OLLIE BAR [550 Piedmont Ave.]
(404) 523-6275
http://www.atlantaconcerts.com/chastain.asp

CHASTAIN PARK AMPHITHEATRE

52. Jamaica
53. Part of an avant-garde
54. U.S. President, sometimes
55. Pilsner alternative
56. Chess footsoldier
57. Will Smith title character
58. 2001 IFC President Carr
59. Commercials
60. Cornea encaser
61. Electric fish
62. Listening in
63. Rude driver
64. Bud check
65. Electric fish
66. Made a mistake
67. Blondi or Miller, for short
68. Electric fish
69. Alternate
70. Alternate
71. Alternate
72. Alternate
73. Alternate
74. Alternate
75. Alternate
76. Alternate
77. Alternate
78. Alternate
79. Alternate
80. Alternate
81. Alternate
82. Alternate
83. Alternate
84. Alternate
85. Alternate
86. Alternate
87. Alternate
88. Alternate
89. Alternate
90. Alternate
91. Alternate
92. Alternate
93. Alternate
94. Alternate
95. Alternate
96. Alternate
97. Alternate
98. Alternate
99. Alternate
100. Alternate

For more concert listings, visit http://www.pollar.com